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Compromised Employees = A Compromised Company

Executive Summary
Prevention is the most effective operational risk management. To prevent
liability, it is essential to assess and address your operational risk before your
company is targeted.

The central issue in cybercrime risk is Access Control. Data breaches* and recon collections** 
have been occurring for decades. Tens of billions of records containing sensitive Personal 
Identifiable Information (PII) is accessible. Hackers and fraudsters exploit PII to gain access to 
employees on the enterprise. With that access, they target the company itself. The accessible 
records create a roadmap that show fraudsters and nation-state actors how to tailor attacks, such 
as blackmail, social engineering deeper access, credential stuffing, ransomware, fraud, theft, 
and economic espionage. Knowing your digital risk exposure is vital to understanding your overall 
operational risk liability.

Enterprise Cybercrime Victim Report
For your business & 3rd party supply chain partners

Green Lower 
Risk Range
Lower Risk, no action 
needed. 0%-30%

Yellow Significant
Risk Range
Significant Risk,
mitigation needed to
prevent crime, lower
risk into green zone. 
40%-74%

Red High-Alert 
Imminent Danger
Range
High-Alert Imminent 
Danger, mitigation
needed to lower risk
either to yellow or 
green.75% or More

Overall 
Exposure Ranges



Compromised Employees = 
A Compromised CompanyCybercrime Exploitation Exposure Report

Enterprise Corporation Employees - Employee Email, Password, and Personal Information Exposure Overview

99%
Exposure: High

Percent of Emails Found in 
Breach or Recon Records
The Percentage of Emails Found in a Breach is 
the count of distinct@gfnet.com email addresses 
found within breached or recon data records stolen 
or collected divided by the number of current 
employees. The higher the percentage the greater 
the exposure and likelyhood of being targeted by 
cybercrime as hackers and fraudsters can better 
map an organization. 2,817 @gfnet.com email 
address(es) were found in breach or recon events.

Exposure: Low to Moderate

Percent of Emails Found with 
a Password
The Percent of Emails found with a Password is the count
of distinct@gfnet.com email addresses found within breached 
data records containing passwords divided by the number of 
current employees. The higher the percentage of employees 
with breached passwords the more likely a breached password 
has been reused for access into a Gannett Fleming Affiliates, 
Inc. protected network or a 3rd party service. 723 @gfnet.com 
email address(es) were found in one or more breach events 
with an associated plaintext or weakly protected password.

25% 25%
Exposure: Low to Moderate

Percent of Emails Found with 
Personal Information
The Percent of Emails with Personal Information is the count 
of distinct@gfnet.com email addresses found within breach or 
recon data records containing personal information divided by
the number of employees. Personal information is known to be 
used by cybercriminals to conduct social engineering attacks to 
manipulate individuals into divulging confidential information for 
fraudulent purposes (e.g. spear phishing emails, deceptive phone 
calls, text messages, etc .). 702 @gfnet.com email address(es) 
were found with associated personal information.

Executives with the Most Exposure

Name Title Breach or Recon 
Records

Records Containing 
Passwords

Records Containing 
Personal Information

Types of Personal Information Found

Rufus Peterson Chief Executive Officer 40 4 5 Addresses, Phone Numbers
Susie Figueroa Chief Operating Officer 25 7 3 Addresses, Phone Numbers,DOB, Personal Email
Julie Hart Chief Technology Officer 20 2 3 Addresses, Phone Numbers

Carla Moor Chief Sales Officer 17 2 0 Addresses, Phone Numbers, Personal Email
Benny Henderson Chief Financial Officer 15 0 4 Addresses, Phone Numbers,DOB
Ryan May Chief Marketing Officer 7 1 0 Phone Numbers

*****



On-Network Effects VS Off-Network, Business Operations Effects

Percent of Emails Found in Breach or 
Recon Records
The higher the percentage the more likely an 
employee’s email is included in a general malicious 
mailing list distributing credential phishing sites, 
exploit kits, scams, etc. If the company has a BYOD 
policy without sandboxing or allows some services 
such as Office365 to be accessed outside of the 
network without a VPN connection these attacks 
could be delivered to devices on the network or 
personal employee devices off the network.

The higher the percentage the easier it is for 
Cybercriminals to identify active employee email 
addresses. Identifying an active employee email 
addresses is often the first step in developing 
targeted attacks.

• On-Network Effects: More emails containing 
phishing links, exploit links, or scams such as 
BEC payment instruction changes being sent by 
cybercriminals.

• Off-Network, Business Operation Effects: If 
employees can access email on personal devices 
there is an increased likelihood of email-based 
threats compromising employee personal devices.

Percent of Emails Found with a Password
The higher the percentage the more employees and 
more likely a cybercriminal will be successful when 
testing passwords against network services fully 
protected by network defenses such as remote VPN 
(used to identify successful username/passwords 
combinations to conduct 2nd stage attacks to 
bypass 2FA/MFA), services that may not be fully 
protected by network defenses such as Office365, 
or against 3rd party services completely outside of 
the network such as Github, file sharing services, 
work related social media platforms, etc.

• On-Network Effects: Increased likelihood if an 
employee has re-used a compromised password 
for an on-network service or access that it will be 
discovered.

• Off-Network, Business Operation Effects: 
Increased likelihood of compromised 3rd party 
services outside the network. Depending on the 
3rd party service it could provide malicious access 
to code bases, legal documents, IP, social media 
accounts, etc.

Percent of Emails Found with 
Personal Information
The higher the percentage the more likely 
cybercriminals are to find employee personal 
information such as email, phone number, social 
media accounts, work history, immediate family, 
work associates (direct reports/managers),
etc. These details can be used to convincingly 
impersonate a person or organization over an 
outreach medium (personal or work) to convince the 
employee to divulge information or access.

The higher the percentage the more likely 
cybercriminals are to find personally sensitive 
information or services used by the employee and 
threaten disclosure to induce an employee into 
divulging information or access.

• On-Network Effects: Increased likelihood of a 
social engineering attack against an employee 
for access to an on-network service access being 
successful.

• Off-Network, Business Operation Effects: 
Increased likelihood of a social engineering attack 
occurring not over on-network communication 
against an employee to gain access to an off-
network service, IP relevant information, change 
payment information (BEC), etc.

*****



A Data Breach Record is a record resulting from the theft or exposure of non-public information from an organization or entity. High profile examples include 
breaches at LinkedIn, Adobe, and Ubiquiti Inc.

A Recon Record is data that was collected by accessing or scanning publicly available information on the internet. Examples include Tweets, public Facebook 
accounts, public document disclosures, etc.

Personal Information can be found in data breach or recon records and is particularly useful to create tailored social engineering attacks such as individual 
tailored phishing emails (spear phish), phone calls, or other types of outreach often impersonating corporate security, senior leaders, or 3rd party services.
Multiple pieces of information such as name, personal information, work history, work related online services (drop box), or personal online services (fitness apps, 
games, social media), etc. can help hackers or fraudsters conduct very successful social engineering attacks.

Enterprise Corporation Largest Exposure Sources and Timeline

Timeline of Breach And Recon Records

Source
email2name.csv_recon-5-14-19 

mastercomp.txt
Collections 
Adobe

USA B2B EMAIL DATABASE PART
5.csv_recon-10-12-21 
AntiPublic

ShareThis

Count of Email Address

553

451

342

204

169
169

168

161

Source

mastercomp.txt

Collections 
AntiPublic

Count of Email Address

451

342

168
Combolist.txt_recon-09-21-21 

PORN_TARGET.txt_recon-07-26-21 

Combolist.txt_recon-12-23-21 
Combolist.txt_recon-07-05-21 

Combolist.txt_recon-09-13-21

48

39

37

33

32

Breach or Recon Sources Containing the Most Emails Sources Containing The Most Passwords Sources Containing The Most Personal Information
Source

Dropbox 

MyFitnessPal 
MyHeritage

dropbox.bf_2.txt

Count of Email Address

81

51

14

12
18 Milion Mail from gonitro.txt_recon-12-14-20 10 

Parkmobile.us_2021-03-
21.9M.csv.01_recon-01-21-22
dropbox.sha1.txt 
nitrocloud.tsv.2.06_recon-12-10-20

9

8

8

Emails Found in Breach or Recon Records Emails Found With A Password Emails Found With Personal Information
Last 6 Months 714 31 265
Last 12 Months 1015 88 324
Last 18 Months 1059 136 331

Last 24 Months 1812 227 563



A Data Breach Record is a record resulting from the theft or exposure of non-public information from an organization or entity. High profile examples include 
breaches at LinkedIn, Adobe, and Ubiquiti Inc.

A Recon Record is data that was collected by accessing or scanning publicly available information on the internet. Examples include Tweets, public Facebook 
accounts, public document disclosures, etc.

Personal Information can be found in data breach or recon records and is particularly useful to create tailored social engineering attacks such as individual 
tailored phishing emails (spear phish), phone calls, or other types of outreach often impersonating corporate security, senior leaders, or 3rd party services.
Multiple pieces of information such as name, personal information, work history, work related online services (drop box), or personal online services (fitness apps, 
games, social media), etc. can help hackers or fraudsters conduct very successful social engineering attacks.

Enterprise Corporation Employees With The Most Exposure And Timeline

Timeline of Breach And Recon Records

Email Addresses With the
Most Breach or Recon Records
Email Address

cmoor@enterprisecorp.com

rmay@enterprisecorp.com

webmaster@enterprisecorp.com

helpdesk@enterprisecorp.com

employment@enterprisecorp.com
admin@enterprisecorp.com

sdericco@enterprisecorp.com

support@enterprisecorp.com

Records

88

67

60

59

57
51

50

44

Email Addresses With the Most Passwords
Email Address

bhenderson@enterprisecorp.com

mbenza@enterprisecorp.com

jharte@enterprisecorp.com

smolak@enterprisecorp.com

khunt@enterprisecorp.com

rcastro@enterprisecorp.com
jmiller@enterprisecorp.com

swue@enterprisecorp.com

Passwords

31

26

25

24

22
22

21

21

Sources Containing The Most Breach or 
Recon Records With Personal Information
Email Address Count of Source

cmoor@enterprisecorp.com 10
hdavise@enterprisecorp.com 9
sfigueroa@enterprisecorp.com 8
awagner@enterprisecorp.com 7
bhenderson@enterprisecorp.com 7
zwagner@enterprisecorp.com 6
nfalago@enterprisecorp.com 6
dkirkk@enterprisecorp.com 6
kmcclaren@enterprisecorp.com 6
gcoxx@enterprisecorp.com 6
mwellik@enterprisecorp.com 6

Emails Found in Breach or Recon Records Emails Found With A Password Emails Found With Personal Information
Last 6 Months 714 31 265
Last 12 Months 1015 88 324
Last 18 Months 1059 136 331

Last 24 Months 1812 227 563



Deep Dive Investigations Into Employee and 3rd Party Vulnerability Specifics 
Persistent Monitoring Also Available

For the full report please visit: http://www.cyberteamsix.net/crv/

http://www.cyberteamsix.net/crv/


CHECKLISTMitigation Actions ToReduce Cybercrime Risk Liability
Actions to Reduce Employee Breach Risk
RISK:
• Number of Employees in Breach

• Number of Breaches Each Employee Is In

MITIGATION:
• Cybercrime Victim Report (CVR) reports for 

Executives and Key Employees
• Tailored Employee Training

Actions to Reduce Credential Risk
RISK:
• Number of Employees with Associated Breached 

Plaintext or Weakly Protected Passwords.
• Number of Employees with Large Numbers of 

Associated Plaintext or Weakly Protected Passwords.

MITIGATION:
• Automated UPC Risk Monitoring and Mitigation

• Employee Breach Notification

Actions to Reduce Cybercrime Risk

RISK:
• Number of Employees in 

HighRisk Breaches

MITIGATION:
• CVR reports for Executives and key employees
• Tailored Employee Training

• Employee and Domain Specific Email 
Quarantine Rules

Employee and Domain Specific Email Quarantine Rules - MISSIONCRITICALFORCOMPANIESTHATUSE3RDPARTY/CLOUD/HYBRIDSERVICES
• Create employee specific email quarantine rules that increase email risk scores for employees that often appear in large numbers of breach and recon events.

• Create domain specific email quarantine rules that increase email risk scores for email with keywords related to domains that have recently been detected as being breached.
• Create employee/domain combination specific rules that increase email risk scores for email with keywords related to a domain where the particular employee’s work 

email address was found in breach data.

Cybercrime Victim Report (CVR)
• Finished Intelligence report

• Determines what information can be easily assembled by hackers and fraudsters using Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), breach data, and recon collections.
• Identifies specific actions each individual can take to remove easy to find online connections (change email?, change phone number?, don’t reuse the same email address over all 

services, don’t use the same username root, etc).

Tailored Employee Training
• An employee training program tailored to the participants using real breach data and recon collections to highlight where and what is stolen by hackers without linking PII stolen to individuals.

• Educates employees on when and where to use work email vs personal email.
• Trains employees to consider what information they provide to 3rd parties when signing up for services to reduce breach exposure.

Automated UPC Risk Monitoring and Mitigation
• Continually scans new breach and recon events for employee email addresses and determines if the email address is currently active.

• Continually identifies cleartext passwords linked to active employee email addresses in breach and recon events then generates alerts when a valid password is found for a specific employee.

Employee Breach Notification
• Monitoring for key 3rd party services showing up in breach data sets.

• Alert employees when they appear in high-risk events.

• Actions to take such as ensuring 2FA/MFA is active, changing credentials used on the 3rd party service, etc.



Automate ongoing prevention across the enterprise once you have neutralized breached data.



CT6's Patented Cred Protect Technology



Persistent Monitoring and Alert Service
Receive real-time, persistent data refreshes and alerting for any specific 
person, event, or topic across publicly available information.

Customize scope and sources 
to receive just the 
information you need

Scalable automation
for real-time situational 
awareness

Access to historical data 
from 2011-present

1. Cybercrime Victim Reports

2.Training: Breached Data Cleanup 
Services

3. Persistent Monitoring & Attribution.



PRICING
Cybercrime Victim Reports (CVR)
Executive CVR: $1,800.
Personal CVR (for Executive Spouses, or CVRs not directly measured in the enterprise business exposure): $1,500.
EnterpriseCVR:Direct to Customer (full graphic) $10,000. monthly
Third-party (Power BI or PDF version) based on volume: $2,750. - $7,000. monthly

CredProtect
$60K - $300K annual license, depending on size of the enterprise. For each client, the software can be used to remediate
at-risk login credentials for employees, customers, and vendors. This product reduces a company’s risk of being victimized by 
ransomware. The market for this product is any industry/organization criminals target to lock their systems.

CVR’s
Risk assessment reports. . Organizations pull these reports to determine vulnerability, then purchase CredProtect, which 
automates protection needed across an enterprise. The market for this product is any industry/organization.

Persistent Monitoring
Receive real-time, persistent data refreshes and alerting for any specific person, event, or topic across publicly 
available information. $1,000 per month for monitoring 40 nodes.

Training: $250 per hour

Attribution Investigations: $500 per hour. These services can be used by legal departments or outside counsel for litigation 
evidence support, either prosecuting or defending, or for documentation that mitigation was conducted on breaches.



Frequently Asked Questions
1. Where does the data come from? There are two types of data that come from two different places. First, the Breach 

Data, which are collections of previously breached data sets that are sitting on the dark net and in closed hacker forms, 
so they take a degree of skill to obtain and use. Second is the Open Source Intelligence Data (OSINT), which comes from 
various open-source, free resources. For a hacker with minimal know-how, they are easily accessible, with essentially no 
barrier to entry. Usually, a social media account is all that is required to register and access.

2. How often is the data refreshed? We receive new data sets hourly. And if a customer wants updates more frequently 
than that, on-demand refreshes are available.

3. What are the data sets used in research? For the enterprise exploitation reports, the sole data set is the corporate email, 
for connected records. However, for the Executive Cybercrime Victim Reports (Appendix II), data sets used are
username, password, email, addresses, social media handles, nicknames, car VIN numbers, etc.—the entire collection of 
PII. The latter data sets inform companies exactly who in the organization is vulnerable.

4. How does a company prevent ongoing breached data from being used to target the business? The best solution is to 
automate credential protection, creating true Access Control across the enterprise, with patented CREDPROTECT. 
Companies can recycle the data however often is needed, and the threat of username and password reuse to target the 
organization is gone forever. But there are additional benefits to using Cred Protect. One example: If an email scan 
validates a legitimate email, but the password didn't work, Cred Protect can tell companies if the source of the attempt is 
coming from a third-party app out of their control. For example, an executive may be forgetting that they are using a 
personal Dropbox while logged into the enterprise environment. This sort of intel is helpful for setting policies and 
keeping out riskier apps. Cred Protect thereby also addresses the over-reliance on 2FA.



Thank You

CT6 Contact:
Rivka Tadjer, Chief Marketing 
Officer, Head of Sales 
Rivka@cyberteamsix.tech
914-466-5976

mailto:Rivka@cyberteamsix.tech

